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tik tok can help you to get the very first fans for the tik tok
videos you will get to the key page and attract more
followers you also want to try to make authentic relatable
content people love to see themselves in their favorite
creators so make sure to let your personality shine
however you don t want to stick with a single formula
tiktok is practically made for people with short attention
spans so tired recycled content won t keep you on
anyone s radar for long make sure to switch it up
consistently and try new things you won t always succeed
but it will be worth it when you do sharing new content at
least twice a day will eventually get you a massive
following because it will improve the exposure your
videos are getting but you also have to post videos at the
right time the magic posting hours on tiktok are between
11 am and 5 pm as your followers and their friends are
most likely to use the app in that time frame get to know
your audience and try to understand how frequently and
at which hours they re using the tiktok app this will help
you create a posting schedule that minimizes the chances
of posting videos during parts of the day when they get
the least amount of exposure be different be unique and
provide high quality entertainment to your followers try to
offer something fresh that will sweep your audience off
their feet the tiktok app features a nearly endless supply
of music and video editing options that enable you to
express your creativity freely however just producing
great videos is not enough to attract large audiences
since you also have to employ your marketing skills if you
want to grow your fanbase which strategies for growing
followers do you use leave a comment and let us know
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